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My goal in these notes is to explain the following two sides of DT counts of curves
in algebraic threefolds:
— the counts are defined in very general situations, and this generality gives the
subject its flexibility and technical power, while also
— the counts are something concrete and natural, once the general definitions
are specialized to important special cases.
I believe that the combination of these features make the subject particularly rich,
and certainly both of them are important for the multitude of connections that the
field has with other branches of mathematics and mathematical physics.
In these lectures, I am aiming to get to what I consider an exciting recent
progress in the field, namely the determination of the K-theoretic counts, in Sections
6 and 7. Given the amount of background material needed, we are not going to
get much time for admiring the view from the top of that hill. I hope an interested
reader will open more specialized notes [84, 85].
1 What is the DT theory ?
Normally, in mathematics, we call a theory a set of ideas and a certain body of
knowledge united by the commonality of applications, tools, and creators. Galois
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theory, for example, helps one solve some algebraic equations and cope with one’s
inability to solve the remaining ones. While there is, certainly, a rapidly growing
body of knowledge in DT theory, and an equally rapidly expanding scope of its
application, the original use of the word theory here rather followed the physics
tradition1.
1.1 What is a theory ?
To a theoretical physicist, a theory is a procedure that can somehow, perhaps
approximately, compute a measurably quantity from the cast of characters of a
physical process and the geometry of the space-time where this process is taking
place. This typically involves some infinite-dimensional integration and a theory
could simply mean a specification of the integrand, ideally together with a prescrip-
tion for making sense of the integral. Seen from the math viewpoint, a physical
theory is a set of questions, and not necessarily a set of answers.
The integral above is typically over some space of fields (that is, sections of suit-
able vector bundles) on the space-time manifold M subject to certain boundary
conditions on BM . For a mathematician, it is perhaps easiest to relate to the statis-
tical field theory, where we can take finer and finer combinatorial approximations
to M , and even similarly discretize the range of fields if so desired. One is then
standing on the solid ground of finite-dimensional or even plainly finite probability
theory2.
A different scenario for cutting the integration down to finite dimensions comes
about in supersymmetric theories. These have a fermionic symmetry that preserves
the functional integral and makes the contributions of all nonsupersymmetric field
configurations cancel out, at least formally. The remaining supersymmetric con-
figurations form, typically, a countable union of finite-dimensional manifolds, over
each one of which one can in principle integrate. Summing up all these contribu-
tions is not unlike taking the small mesh limit in the probabilistic setting3.
1I believe the term DT theory was used for the first time in [54].
2The emergence of continuous structures in the small mesh/large scale limit may then be treated as a miracle.
Surely, our ancestors sensed a similar miracle as they were figuring out the relation between an integral and its
Riemann sums.
3 And just like in the probabilistic setting, the extra properties that such sums possess strengthen one’s belief in
the mathematical reality of physical theories.
3
Figure 1: A physical theory has a spacetime manifoldM and fluctuating
degrees of freedom that are subject to boundary conditions on BM .
Figure 2: Energy landscape in supersymmetric theories: susy config-
urations minimize the energy for given topology, e.g. complex curves
have minimal area, instantons have minimal Yang-Mills action etc. For
fixed topology, they form finite-dimensional moduli spaces, of growing
dimensions.
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1.2 Boundaries and gluing
Whatever the exact flavor, a physical theory wants to have:
— a space-time manifold M , smooth or combinatorial, often with a metric, or
some other fixed structures, and
— some degrees of freedom that are constrained on the boundary BM and fluc-
tuate in the bulk of M .
The integral over these fluctuations defines a map4
ZpM, BMq : boundary conditions ÝÑ numbers
which in a theory with local interactions has to satisfy the following basic gluing
property.
Let S ĂM a hypersurface that avoids BM and let M1 and M2 be the manifolds
with boundary into which S cuts M . In the functional integral, we can first fix the
degrees of freedom along S and then integrate over them. In a local theory, the
fluctuations in M1 and M2 will be independent once they are fixed along S, giving
ZpM, BMq “
ż
ZpM1, B1M \ SqZpM2, B2M \ Sq , (1)
where BiM “ BM XMi and the integral is over all possible boundary conditions on
S. To be sure, the integral in (1) is at this point purely symbolical and is technically
best expressed as a pairing between suitable functional spaces associated with S.
The equality (1) is very powerful as it:
— lets one compute ZpM, BMq by cutting M into small pieces, and
— constraints these pieces thought the independence of (1) on the choice of S.
It gains real strength if ZpM, BMq factors through some large equivalence relation
like e.g. orientation preserving diffeomorphisms, as this really reduces the number
of standard pieces. This is the case for topological quantum field theories [7,43,110],
the Chern-Simons theory of real 3-folds being a very important example.
4often called partition functions as a matter of habit, really. This custom has a certain charm in our context,
since there is indeed a lot of partitions around.
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Figure 3: In a theory with local interactions, fluctuations on two sides
of a hypersurface S are independent once boundary conditions are im-
posed along S.
1.3 Boundaries and gluing in algebraic geometry
1.3.1
We want something like the setup of Section 1.2 but for a smooth quasiprojective
algebraic variety X in place of a smooth real manifold M . We don’t loose or gain
anything by taking coefficients in C, and for complex X the story can, in principle,
be squeezed into the above real mold. However, I think the cognitive efficiency is
maximized here at the level of analogies, not precise matches.
We will allow noncompactX as longs as objects that we want to count (basically,
complete cuves inX) form moduli spaces that are either proper or proper over some
other space of interest. Further, equivariant counts with respect to some torus
T Ă AutpXq
may be defined as long as T-invariant curves have compact moduli.
1.3.2
In place of BM , we will take an arbitrary smooth divisor D Ă X. This is a very
inclusive interpretation of an algebraic analog of BM , people often insist on calling
an effective anticanonical divisor the boundary of X, see in particular [45]. While
this is certainly a very important special case, there is no reason for us not to look
beyond it.
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1.3.3
The analog of topological invariance will be the invariance of ZpX,Dq with respect
to deformations of the pair pX,Dq. This deformation will have to be equivariant
for T-equivariant counts.
1.3.4
The analog of (1) will hold when X degenerates into a union of X1 and X2 as
follows
X 

//

rX

X1 YD X2

? _oo
1 

// A1 0 ,? _oo
(2)
where A1 is the base of the deformation, the total space rX is smooth, and the
special fiber is the transverse union of two components along a smooth divisor D.
A one-dimensional example of this is
txy “ 1u Ă txy “ tu Ą txy “ 0u ,
where t gives the map to A1, and this is what it looks like in general in directions
transverse to D. In (2), we assume that D is disjoint from any other divisors chosen
in X, in parallel to the S X BM “ ∅ assumption in Section 1.2.
Figure 4: The algebraic analog of cutting a manifold along a hypersur-
face is a degeneration of X to a transverse union of X1 and X2 along a
divisor.
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1.3.5
An important example of such degeneration is
X 

//

BlowupDˆt0upX ˆ A1q

X YD B

? _oo
1 

// A1 0 ,? _oo
(3)
which can be considered for any smooth divisor D Ă X. Here
B “ PpNX{D ‘ ODq (4)
is P1-bundle over D associated to the rank 2 vector bundle NX{D‘OD, where NX{D
is the normal bundle to D in X.
The manifold (4) is an algebraic analog of
tubular neighborhood
of BM in M – BM ˆ r0, 1s
and similarly to this it has two boundary pieces isomorphic to D namely
D0 “ PpNX{Dq Ă B Ą PpOq “ D8 . (5)
Practitioners of DT theory like to give affectionate nicknames to the objects of the
study, but there is little or no consistency in this. We will call B bubble in these
notes, this is not a name that is in common use.
Figure 5: An algebraic geometer’s and a complex geometer’s impression
of the bubble B. This is the algebraic analog of a tubular neighborhood
of BM in M .
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1.3.6
There is a natural equivalence relation induced by (2), namely
rXs “ rX1s ` rX2s ´ rBs (6)
where
B “ PpNX1{D ‘ODq “ PpNX2{D ‘ ODq .
The two formulas for B are equivalent because NX1{D – N_X2{D.
A very powerful result of Levine and Pandharipande [50] is that the equivalence
relation (6) generates all relations of the algebraic cobordism, and, in particular,
any projective X may be linked to a product of projective spaces by a sequence of
such degenerations. While (6) by itself does not reduce the DT theory to that of
X P
!
P3,P2 ˆ P1, `P1˘3) , (7)
it limits the number of standard pieces from which all other geometries may be
assembled.
1.3.7
In the presence of a group action, e.g. for the toric varieties in (7), equivariant
localization gives a way to cut X further into really noncompact pieces, and this
will be very important for us in Section 6.
1.4 What fluctuates ?
1.4.1
Donaldson-Thomas theory is for algebraic threefolds
dimX “ 3
and in the original vision of [31] the fluctuating degrees of freedom are given by a
coherent sheaf F on X, or maybe a complex thereof. For a second, one can imagine
that F is an algebraic vector bundle on X, although the main role in what follows
will be played by sheaves in a sense diametrically opposite to vector bundles.
The inspiration for this came, among other things, from the Chern-Simons
theory of real 3-folds, and also from Donaldson’s theory for real 4-folds. The latter
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involves integration over moduli spaces of instantons, that is, connections with
antiselfdual curvature. For a Ka¨hler surfaces S viewed as a real 4-fold, a theorem
of Donaldson [30] identifies instantons with stable holomorphic vector bundles on
S, and so one is really integrating over those. On the other hand, holomorphic
bundles on a complex 3-fold are critical points of the holomorphic Chern-Simons
functional (41), which links DT and CS theories.
A most superficial review of these points will be attempted in Section 3 below.
Figure 6: For us, the DT theory is the theory of fluctuating algebraic
curves in X , constrained by how they meet fixed divisors D Ă X .
1.4.2
In these notes, however, we won’t see any vector bundles on X, and instead we will
be looking at sheaves that look like the first or, equivalently, the last term in an
exact sequence of the form
functions on X
0 //IC //OX //OC // 0
equations of C functions on C
(8)
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where C Ă X is a curve, or more precisely, a 1-dimensional projective subscheme.
Of course, in general a subscheme is precisely defined from a subsheaf or a quotient
of OX as in (8), but at the first encounter it may be useful to think of a nice smooth
curve which is embedded in X and then allowed to move.
The moduli space for complexes (8) is the good old Hilbert scheme HilbpX, curvesq
of Grothendieck, see e.g. [34,47]. The Hilbert scheme can be defined for C and X of
arbitrary dimension, but there is something new and different in how one integrates
over it, and other moduli of sheaves, for dimX “ 3.
1.4.3
The Hilbert scheme splits into components HilbpX, rCs, χq according to the degree
and the arithmetic genus of C
prCs, χpOCqq P H2pX,Zq ‘H0pX,Zq ,
and a DT partition function is defined as a generating function over these discrete
invariants. This means that
ZpX,Dq “
ÿ
pd,nqPH2pX,Zq‘H0pX,Zq
Qd p´zqn
ż
HilbpX,d,nq
. . . (9)
where z and Q are new variables serving to keep track of the degree and genus, and
Qd is a multiindex. The minus sign in p´zqn in (9) is introduced to save on signs
in many other places.
1.4.4
There is a number of good reasons to focus on curves within the universe of coherent
sheaves, among them:
— the theory can be defined for very general X, in particular, without any
assumptions5 on the canonical class KX ,
— the corresponding counts have a multitude of deep connections to other enu-
merative theories as well as other fields of mathematics such as representation
theory,
5Special things happen if KX – OX . Some levels of complexity collapse then, while new possibilities also open.
It is, however, awkward to restrict to just that case as it is not preserved by degenerations (2).
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— I expect, and I imagine that this expectation is shared by many, that the curve
counts are fundamental and other sheaf counting problems may be reduced
to them in some effective way.
Certainly, the last part is only a vague expectation and useless unless made precise.
As a transition from curves to higher rank sheaves one can study theories where
e.g. more than one section of F in (13) are considered, see e.g. [11].
1.5 Integration
We need to explain what is meant by the integral in (9). Certainly cutting down the
functional integral to an integral over a finite-dimensional space constitutes major
progress, but the truth is that HilbpX, d, nq has an unknown number of irreducible
components of unknown dimensions, so it is not clear how one could integrate
anything over its fundamental class. Human incompetence in basic geometry of
Hilbert schemes starts with the simplest possible case HilbpA3, 0, nq of points in a
linear space. The dimension of this scheme is unknown except for small n.
While describing e.g. the irreducible components of HilbpA3, 0, nq is an inter-
esting geometric challenge, this is not the direction in which the development of
the DT theory goes. Going back all the way to Section 1.1, the finite-dimensional
integral over
M “ moduli of susy configurations
is really a residue of a certain infinite-dimensional integral. The space M is cut
out by certain equation, typically nonlinear PDEs like the equation B¯2 “ 0 for a
connection on a holomorphic vector bundle. When these equations are transverse,
M is a finite-dimensional manifold and we may expect the functional integral to
localize to the Lebesgue measure on M .
However, in real life, equations are seldom transverse, which is how one is getting
very singular varieties of unknown dimension whose fundamental cycle has nothing
to do with the original integral. The original integral localizes to a certain virtual
fundamental cycle
rM svir P H2 vir dim pM q , (10)
where the virtual, or expected, dimension may be computed from counting the
degrees of freedom and is typically some Riemann-Roch computation. For example
vir dimHilbpX, d, nq “ d ¨ c1pXq .
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Analytically, the virtual cycle may be constructed by a very small perturbation of
the equations that puts them into general position. For what we have in mind, this
is both too inexplicit and will certainly break the symmetries of the problem that
are so important for equivariant counts.
It is much better to treat the problem as an excess intersection problem in
algebraic geometry and construct the cycle using certain vector bundles on M that
describe the deformations and equations at M . This data is called an obstruction
theory and the construction of virtual cycles from it was given in the fundamental
paper of Behrend and Fantechi [12]. The obstruction theory for DT problems was
constructed by R. Thomas in [105], this is the technical starting point of DT theory.
We will get a feeling how this works below.
With this, (9) should be made more precise as follows
ZpX,Dq “
ÿ
pd,nqPH2pX,Zq‘H0pX,Zq
Qd p´zqn
ż
rHilbpX,d,nqsvir
. . . (11)
where dots stand for cohomology classes that come from the boundary conditions,
as will be discussed in a moment. For now we note that beyond the virtual funda-
mental cycle, the DT moduli spaces M have a virtual Aˆ-genus
pOvir P KpM q
with which one can define a K-theoretic analog of (11)
ZpX,DqK-theory “
ÿ
pd,nqPH2pX,Zq‘H0pX,Zq
Qd p´zqn χ
´ pOHilbpX,d,nq,vir b . . .¯ (12)
defined in the AutpXq-equivariant K-theory.
1.6 PT theory
1.6.1
Abstract DT theory may be described as counting stable objects in categories that
are akin (that is, have similar properties of Ext
‚
-groups) to coherent sheaves on a
smooth threefold. These notes are not the place to go into a discussion of stability
and its variations, which is a deep and technical notion, see e.g. [18–20, 48]. But
one example of how the change of stability can drastically simplify moduli spaces
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must be discussed. This is the moduli space of stable pairs, a simpler cousin of the
Hilbert schemes of curves, first used in the enumerative context by Pandharipande
and Thomas [100, 101].
1.6.2
Recall that a point in the Hilbert scheme of curves corresponds to a coherent sheaf
F “ OC that is a 1-dimensional quotient
OX
sÝÑ F Ñ 0 (13)
of OX . In this arrangement, the map s is very good (surjection) but the sheaf F
can be quite bad. The problems with F start already for the Hilbert schemes of
points, that is, for dimF “ 0, and pollute all curve counts of positive degree. One
can’t help feeling that there should a way to disentangle the contributions of points
and curves and, to a large extent, this is exactly what PT theory achieves.
In PT theory, one ask less of s and more of F . What we want from F is to
be a pure 1-dimensional sheaf, that is, to have no 0-dimensional subsheaves. For
instance, if dim suppF “ 0 then we must have F “ 0. What we are willing to
allow of s is that
dimCoker s “ 0
instead of Coker s “ 0.
For example, if the support of F is a reduced smooth curve C then the only
stable pairs are of the form
OX
s //
!!❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈
F “ OCp
ř
piq
OC
77♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣♣
(14)
where tpiu Ă C is an unordered collection of points and the other two maps in (14)
are the natural ones. In other words, the fiber of the PT moduli spaces over the
point
rCs P ChowpXq “ teffective 1-cycles in Xu
corresponding to a smooth curve C Ă X is S‚pCq “ Ůn SnC. This is infinitely
simpler than the fiber of the Hilbert schemes of curves.
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1.6.3
Obviously, PT counts cannot agree with the Hilbert scheme counts because they
do not agree already in degree 0. It is, however, conjectured that they agree once
one takes this into account and divides out the contribution of points from the
generating function, that is
ZPTpQ, zq “ ZHilbpQ, zq
N
ZHilbp0, zq . (15)
The denominator in (15) was computed explicitly for an arbitrary 3-fold for the
needs of the GW/DT correspondence. This will be discussed in Section 5.4.
For toric 3-folds, the equality (15) comes out of the whole machine that com-
putes their DT counts [57]. For Calabi-Yau 3-folds, Y. Toda gave a proof [106,107]
that analyses wall-crossing connecting the Hilbert scheme stability condition to the
stability condition for stable pairs. Wall-crossing techniques have not been really
explored outside the world of Calabi-Yau varieties.
1.7 Actual counts
Actual DT counts are very complex. While they are defined for a general smooth
divisor D in a general smooth threefold X, it is not even clear if there is a universal
language in which the answers can be stated, starting with the case D “ ∅.
We understand the answers explicitly for very special X, like the toric vari-
eties with D “ ∅ or certain fibrations with D “ ŤFibers that will be discussed
in Sections 6 and 7. Already these are very rich and seem to require, more or
less, all of the mathematics that falls into the author’s area of expertise for their
understanding.
I view this is a great advantage of the DT theory: there are certainly whole
galaxies of open problems in it of all possible flavors — from foundational to com-
binatorial. One of my goals in these notes is to help potential explorers of these
galaxies to get a sense of what awaits them there.
2 Boundary conditions and gluing
Now we put the boundary conditions in (11), that is, we constrain the fluctuating
curve C by how it intersects our fixed divisor D.
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2.1 Intersection with the boundary
2.1.1
Algebraically, functions on CXD are the functions on C taken modulo the equation
of D, that is, they are the cokernel in
OC
ˆ equation of DÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ OC Ñ OCXD Ñ 0 . (16)
There is an open locus
HilbpX, d, nqK Ă HilbpX, d, nq (17)
where the first arrow in (16) is injective. This is the correct transversality condition
on C XD for us6. For transverse curves (17), we have a well-defined map
¨ XD : OC ÞÑ OCXD P HilbpD, d ¨ rDsq , (18)
to the Hilbert scheme of d ¨ rDs points in D.
2.1.2
Contrary to the 3-fold case, Hilbert schemes of points in surfaces are exceptionally
nice algebraic varieties. In particular, they are smooth and connected of dimension
dimHilbpD, kq “ 2k .
An introduction to their geometry may be found in [49, 62]. As lots of things in
DT theory are built on the geometry of HilbpD, kq, we will be often coming back
to it in these notes.
2.1.3
Imposing boundary conditions means integrating along the fibers of (18) or, equiv-
alently, pulling back cohomology classes from HilbpDq via (18). Neither is well-
defined because (17) is open, meaning some further details need to be filled in
here.
There are, in fact, at least 3 ways to do it, as will be discussed presently. The
conventions on what to call these flavors of boundary condition vary. We will call
6 The ordinary transversality means that, additionally, C XD is reduced.
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them nonsingular, relative, and descendent, respectively. While they all express
the same general geometric idea of C meeting D in a particular way, an actual
geometric translation between them is not trivial and plays an important role in
the development of the theory, see below.
2.1.4
Once the technical details are filled in, the special structures in the (co)homology of
the Hilbert scheme serve to organize the DT data in a very nice way. In particular,
one can interpret (11) as
ZpX,Dq “ p¨ XDq˚
´ÿ
Qd p´zqn rHilbpX, d, nqsvir
¯
P H‚pHilbpDqqrrQ, zss , (19)
where
H‚pHilbpDqq “
à
k
H‚pHilbpDq, kq – Fock pH‚pDqq . (20)
The important and powerful identification of (co)homology with Fock space7 mod-
elled on the (co)homology of the surface D itself is a classical result of [60].
2.2 Different flavors of boundary conditions
2.2.1 Nonsingular bc
The T-fixed locus `
HilbpX, d, nqK˘T Ă HilbpX, d, nqK
may be compact for some torus T Ă AutpX,Dq, in which case the boundary con-
ditions may be imposed for equivariant counts in localized equivariant cohomology
without further geometric constructions.
For example, the bubble (4) has a fiberwise Cˆ action that fixes both divisors
in (5) and can be used to impose the nonsingular boundary conditions at either of
them. As an exercise, one should check that imposing nonsingular conditions at
both D0 and D8 gives trivial DT counts, in the sense that
`
HilbpB, d, nqKD0YD8˘Cˆ – #HilbpD, kq , pd, nq “ krfiber B Ñ Ds ,
∅ , otherwise ,
7The definition of a Fock space is recalled in (33) below.
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and that in the former case the virtual cycle pushes forward to
diagonal Ă HilbpD0, kq ˆ HilbpD8, kq .
2.2.2 Relative bc
There is a resolution of the map (18), that is, a diagram of the form
HilbpX{D, d, nq
XD
))❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚❚
❚
HilbpX, d, nqK //
(

55❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦❦
HilbpD, d ¨ rDsq
(21)
in which the new map to HilbpD, d ¨ rDsq is proper. Here HilbpX{D, d, nq is the
Hilbert scheme of curves relative the divisor D. It is constructed using J. Li’s
theory of expanded degenerations [51]. It allows X to sprout off new components
as in (3) as many times as needed to keep C transverse to D. A more complicated
instance of the same general phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 7.
Note that in the central fiber of (3) the proper transform of the divisor D
escapes to the new component and becomes the divisor D8 in (5). This is the new
divisor D with which we intersect the subscheme C.
With relative boundary conditions, we integrate over HilbpX{D, d, nq in (11)
and (19).
2.2.3 Descendent bc
Instead of trying to pull back cohomology classes from HilbpD, d ¨ rDsq, we can
construct the corresponding classes directly on HilbpX, d, nq as follows. It is well
known that the H‚pHilbpDqq is generated by the Ku¨nneth components of the Chern
classes of OZ where
Z Ă HilbpDq ˆD
is the universal subscheme. We have a well-defined class
OC bK-theory OD P K˝pHilbpXq ˆDq (22)
where K˝ is the K-theory of locally free sheaves. It has Chern classes, the Ku¨nneth
components of which can be inserted in the integral over HilbpXq.
Note that these descendent cohomology classed do not factor through the re-
lations in H‚pHilbpDqq. In other words, they are really not pulled back via some
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map like (18). As we will see in a minute, they can be translated into the relative
conditions, but the coefficients in this translation are functions of Q and z.
Also note that the structure sheaf of the universal curve
OC P K˝pHilbpX, d, nq ˆXq
also has Chern classes which we can similarly use to produce cohomology classes on
HilbpX, d, nq. These can be also inserted into the integral in (11). Such insertions
constrain the behaviour of C in the bulk of M .
Note that the supply of descendent classes is, a priori, indexed not by the Fock
space in (20) but by
H
‚
GLp8qpptq bH‚pDq Ñ descendent bc ,
that is, by arbitrary Chern classes colored by the cohomology of D. Chern classes
colored by the cohomology of X produce descendent bulk insertions.
2.3 Gluing
2.3.1
The following geometric considerations lead to the gluing formula in DT theory. Let
X break up in two pieces as in (2) and in Figure 4. This is as nice a degeneration
of an algebraic variety as you will ever see and we want to have the nicest possible
degeneration of the corresponding Hilbert schemes. The Hilbert scheme of the
singular variety
X0 “ X1 YD X2
while perfectly well-defined, is not nice, because if C meets the D “ pX0qsing in a
nontransverse way then this causes all sort of problem including a failure in the
obstruction theory.
The solution, provided by J. Li’s theory of expanded degenerations [51] is to
allow X0 to open up accordions of the form
X0rks “ X1 YD1 BYD2 ¨ ¨ ¨ YDk Bloooooooomoooooooon
k times
YDk`1X2
where the bubble B “ PpNX1{D‘ODq is already familiar from (4) and the discussion
of relative boundary conditions. The divisors
D1 – D2 – ¨ ¨ ¨ – Dk`1 – D
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are the copies of D that appear together with the bubbles B. The subschemes
C Ă X0rks what we allow have the form
C “ C0 Y C1 Y ¨ ¨ ¨ Y Ck Y Ck`1
where the components tCiu are transverse to the divisors tDiu and glue along them
in the sense that
Ci XDi`1 “ Di X Ci`1 .
A new bubble blows up any time transversality is in danger and the moduli spaces
for different k fit together into one orbifold
HilbpX0r¨sq “
ď
kě0
HilbpX0rksqsemistable
M
pCˆqk
where Cˆ acts on the P1-bundle fiberwise preserving the two divisors in (5). This
is the right object to put as a central fiber in the family of degenerating Hilbert
schemes.
Figure 7: A curve in an expanded degeneration X0rns is a collection
of subschemes in each component that are transverse to the singular
divisors and glue along them.
2.3.2
The gluing formula for DT proven in [52] is the combination of two statements.
First ż
rHilbpXqsvir
¨ ¨ ¨ “
ż
rHilbpX0r¨sqsvir
. . . , (23)
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where the integrand is defined e.g. using boundary conditions away from D or in
any other way that makes sense as a cohomology class on the whole family of
the Hilbert schemes. In other words, with the right definition, the deformation
invariance of DT counts in the family (2) includes the central fiber.
2.3.3
The second part of the gluing formula says that the integral over the right-hand
side in (23) can be computed in terms of DT counts in X1 and X2 relative the
gluing divisor D. Concretely
ZpXq “
´
ZpX1{Dq, p´zq| ¨ |ZpX2{Dq
¯
H‚pHilbpDqq
(24)
where we interpret ZpX1{Dq as in (9) and | ¨ | is the grading operator on the
Fock space (20), it acts by k on the kth term in the direct sum in (20). We write
ZpX1{Dq to stress the fact that relative conditions are imposed at the divisor D.
The extra weight p´zq| ¨ | in (24) is there because
χpOCq “ χpOC1q ` χpOC2q ´ χpOC1XDq (25)
if C “ C1 YC1XD C2 is a transverse union along the common intersection with D.
2.3.4
For K-theoretic counts, the first part (23) holds verbatim, but there is a correction
to (24) discovered in [36]. It can be phrased by saying that the natural bilinear
form used in (24) is deformed for K-theoretic counts in a way that depends on Q
and z. An introductory discussion of this issue may be found in Section 6.5 of [84].
2.4 Correspondence of boundary conditions
2.4.1
Let D Ă X be a smooth divisor and imagine that some mystery boundary condi-
tions are imposed on D for curve counts in X. We can bubble off D as in (3) and
conclude from the gluing formula that
ZpX,mystery at Dq “´
ZpX{D0q, p´zq| ¨ |ZpB, relative at D0,mystery at D8q
¯
H‚pHilbpD0qq
. (26)
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We conclude from (26) that DT counts in B with two flavors of the boundary con-
ditions at D0 and D8 respectively precisely give the translation between different
boundary conditions. Note this translation depends on Q and z.
2.4.2
This is completely parallel to how one can translate between boundary conditions
by imposing a full set of alternative boundary conditions on the other boundary of
the tubular neighborhood in Figure 1.
While the correspondence given by (26) is a useful general statement, the con-
crete identification of ZpB, D0, D8q may be a very challenging problem.
2.4.3
Recall that B has a fiberwise Cˆ-action that fixes D0 and D1. Equivariant local-
ization with respect to this action gives
ZpB, bc0 at D0, bc8 at D8q “
pZpB, bc0 at D0, ns at D8q, ZpB, ns at D0, bc8 at D8qqedge (27)
where bc0 and bc8 denotes some arbitrary boundary conditions and the edge inner
product on H‚pHilbpDqq is a new inner product that reflects the nontriviality of
the fibration
πB : B Ñ D .
It comes from the edge terms in localization formulas, see below, and is determined
by the deformation theory of “constant” curves in B, that is, ideal sheaves of the
form
π˚BpI q P HilbpBq , I P HilbpDq .
Using (27) one can replace arbitrary boundary conditions by nonsingular ones in
equivariant theory.
3 Before DT
3.1 Gromov-Witten theory
There is another curve-counting theory in algebraic geometry which can be defined
for a smooth X of arbitrary dimension. It traces its origins to the topological
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strings in the same way as DT theory descends from the study of supersymmetric
gauge theories.
3.1.1 Moduli spaces
In GW theory, one integrates over the moduli spaces M g,npX, dq of stable maps to
X, where a point of M g,npX, dq corresponds to the data
pC, p1, . . . , pnq fÝÑ X (28)
in which
C is an at worst nodal curve of genus g ,
p1, . . . , pn P C are smooth distinct marked points of C ,
f is a map of degree deg f :“ f˚rCs “ d .
Two maps are isomorphic if there exist a triangle
pC, tpiuq
f $$■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■
φ
// pC 1, tp1iuq
f 1zztt
tt
tt
tt
tt
X
(29)
in which φ is an isomorphism of pointed curves. As a stability condition for the
data (28), one requires the automorphism group of (28) to be finite.
The moduli spaces M g,npX, dq have a canonical perfect obstruction theory of
virtual dimension
vir dim “ pg ´ 1qp3´ dimXq ` c1pXq ¨ d` n , (30)
and the corresponding virtual fundamental classes in cohomology. In their K-
theory, one has virtual structure sheaves but, in general, one does not have a good
virtual Aˆ-genus, in contrast to DT theories.
In GW theory one forms generating functions analogous to (11)
ZGWpX;Q, uq “
ÿ
pd,gqPH2pX,Zq‘Z
Qd u2g´2
ż
rM g,npX,dqs
vir
. . . , (31)
the variable u in which corresponds to the string coupling constant of topological
strings.
An excellent introduction to stable maps and GW theory may be found in [39].
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3.1.2 Relative GW theory
A stable map is transverse to a divisor D if the set
f´1pDq “ tbiu
is finite and disjoint from nodes and marked points in (28). Counting multiplicity,
we have
f ˚D “
ÿ
µi rbis , µi P N “ t1, 2, . . . u ,
and it is convenient to add the points tbiu and the multiplicities tµiu to the data
in (28) to get a new moduli space with morphisms
M g,n,µpX{D, dq Q f ÞÑ fpbiq P D (32)
that take a map f to its ith point of tangency with D. Expanded degenerations
provide a natural compactification of this relative moduli space.
As boundary conditions we pull back classes in H‚pDq via (32). These are
additionally colored by the integers µi and this color may be recorded by a monomial
tµi. This gives
relative bc “ S‚ pH‚pDq b tQrrtssq (33)
“ FockpH‚pDqq ,
where the symmetric algebra takes into account the sign rules, that is, is the sym-
metric algebra in the category of pZ{2q-graded vector spaces.
The parallel with the discussion of Section 2.1.4 is not coincidental.
3.1.3 Different dimensions
Since the GW counts are defined for X of arbitrary dimension, it is natural to ask
how the counts are affected by simple changes of geometry like going from X to
X ˆ A1.
Despite the obvious noncompactness, Cˆ-equivariant GW counts in X ˆA1 are
well-defined for the natural Cˆ action on A1. Denoting by t the weight of this
action, the difference δ in the obstruction theory between maps to X ˆ A1 and
maps to X is
δ pDef ´Obsq “ H‚pC, f ˚pTA1qq “
“ H‚pC, tbOCq “ t´ tbH1pOCq “ t´ tbH0pωCq_ . (34)
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The rank g bundle H0pωCq is known as the Hodge bundle over the moduli spaces of
curves. Its fiber over a smooth curve C is formed by the holomorphic differentials
on C. Note that the rank in (34) is 1´ g in agreement with the virtual dimension
formula (30).
This difference in obstruction theories means the insertion of
t´1EulerptbH0pωCq_q “
ÿ
k
p´1qktg´k´1ckpHodgeq
in the integral over M g,npXq. Integrals with Chern classes of the Hodge bundle are
known as the Hodge integrals. We see that such insertions are equivalent to extra
factors of A1 in the target of stable maps. In particular, the equivariant GW theory
of a linear space is the theory of Hodge of integrals over the the Deligne-Mumford
moduli spaces of stable curves.
Note that Hodge integrals are suppressed in the t Ñ 8 limit. More generally,
the GW theory of XT may be recovered from GW theory of X if we send all
equivariant variables to infinity.
3.1.4 Periodicity
If we are willing to increase dimension by 2 then there is a cleaner relation that
does not require taking limits in t. The following vanishing of Chern classes
Euler ptb pHodge‘Hodge_qq “ t2g (35)
was noticed by Mumford and for smooth curves may be explained by the existence
of the natural flat connection on the rank 2g bundle
H1pC,Cq “ H1pOq ‘H0pΩ1Cq ,
see [32] for a modern discussion. It follows that
ZGWpX ˆ A2pt,´tq;Q, uq “ ZGWpX;Q, ituq (36)
where t P LieCˆ acts on A2pt,´tq by
ˆ
t
´t
˙
.
3.1.5 Critical dimension
It is clear from (30) that the case
dimX “ 3
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is very special in GW theory. Virtual dimension grow/diminish with genus for
dimX ż 3 and are independent of the genus for dimX “ 3. Precisely for three-
folds, one can have interesting generating functions over all genera with the same
insertions, in particular, with the same boundary conditions.
As discussed above, equivariant GW theory of threefolds also contains the GW
theory of targets of smaller dimension.
3.1.6 Compare and contrast
There is a precise and very nontrivial comparison between the GW theory in its
critical dimension and the DT theory. This comparison has been one of the guiding
stars for the development of the DT theory and will be discussed properly below.
Since these lectures are about DT theory, naturally, we will be stressing those
aspects of the DT theory in which it compares favorably to GW theory. These
include, for instance, the ease of “boxcounting” localization computations, a feature
much appreciated by practitioners and students alike. More fundamentally, DT
theory is much better suited for going beyond the computations in cohomology
as its partition functions may be computed not only in K-theory but, in special
circumstances, in even more refined enumerative theories.
But in fairness to GW theory, one should not forget to stress its great scope and
flexibility. Not only is it defined for smooth algebraic varieties of any dimension,
it can also count pseudoholomophic surfaces in real symplectic manifolds M , and
those can even have boundaries ending on Lagrangian subvarieties of M . Already
the counts of pseudoholomophic disks in such situations form a structure of stun-
ning richness captured by Fukaya categories of different flavors. These constrain the
counts of holomorphic curves and, one day, may help with the actual computations.
3.2 Chern-Simons theory
3.2.1
In Chern-Simons theory, the space-time is an oriented 3-manifold M and one inte-
grates over gauge-equivalence classes of connections A on a G-bundle, where G is
a simple Lie group such as G “ SUpnq. The integrand is expp2πik CSpAqq where
CSpAq “ 1
8π2
ż
M
tr
`
A^ dA` 23 A^ A^A
˘
. (37)
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The critical points of which are flat connections:
∇CS “ 0 ô FA “ 0 . (38)
More precisely, (37) picks up an integer, the degree of the map M Ñ G under a
general gauge tranformation, whence the quantization of the level k P Z, which is
a very important feature of the theory. This does not affect (38), nor does it affect
the fact that flat connections make the dominant contribution to the integral in
the semiclassical k Ñ8 limit.
We have
tflat Au
M
gauge “ Hompπ1pMq Ñ Gq{G , (39)
where the G-action on the right is by conjugation. As a critical locus, (39) has
expected dimension zero, which is also confirmed by the deformation theory of flat
connections. Correctly counting points of (39) represents various generalization of
the Casson invariant, see [104] for a classical treatment.
3.2.2
Donaldson-Thomas theory originated [31] from the following precise analog of (37)
for complex Calabi-Yau threefolds X. Flat connections are now replaced by B¯-
operators
B¯A “ B¯ ` A , A P t(0,1)-formsu b EndpE q ,
that give the structure of a holomorphic bundle to a C8-bundle E over X, provided
they satisfy
B¯2A “ 0 . (40)
The holomorphic Chern-Simons functional
CSholopAq “
ż
M
tr
`
A^ B¯A` 2
3
A^ A^A˘^ Ω3 , (41)
where Ω3 is the holomorphic 3-form on X, the normalization of which is of no
importance here, similarly satisfies
∇CSholo “ 0 ô B¯2A “ 0 . (42)
As reflected in the title of [105], the DT theory was seen originally as an analog
of the Casson invariant in algebraic or complex geometry. As the scope of DT
theory broadened, there are now both conceptual and technical advantages to seeing
Casson invariants as a particular instance of DT-like counts.
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3.2.3
Natural observables in CS theory are Wilson lines, that is, holonomies of A along
a curve K Ă M , which is a link in M , for instance a knot, whence the notation. A
very influential set of ideas that originated with Witten [109], equates those with
the counts of open pseudoholomorphic surfaces
C Ă T ˚M
ending on the conormal LK “ TKK Ă T ˚M to the link K, which is a Lagrangian
submanifold of T ˚M . In many cases, these should further correspond to counts of
complete C in some associated algebraic varieties, see [37, 94]. This line of inquiry
was the principal inspiration for the topological vertex conjecture of [5], see Section
6.3.4, which in turn ignited a lot of research in DT theory.
3.2.4
There is another very important inspiration that DT theory draws from CS theory
and it is about the role of representation theory in geometry.
The action (37) does not involve a metric on M which makes CS theory topo-
logical. It can thus be understood in terms of a small number of standard pieces
and representation theory of affine Lie algebras and/or quantum groups associated
to G is fundamental for describing those, see e.g. [10, 46].
In DT theory, one similarly desires to describe the standard pieces of the theory
in terms of (geometric) representation theory, and we will get a sense how this works
in Section 7, see [84, 85] for more.
3.3 Nekrasov theory
While Nekrasov’s theory may be classified as an equivariant version of Donaldson’s
invariants of smooth 4-manifolds, its distinctive goals and technical tools had a
very significant influence on the development of the DT theory.
3.3.1
Let A be a connection on a trivial rank r ą 1 bundle over M “ R4, which is the
Euclidean version of the Minkowski space-time of our everyday experience. If finite,
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the Yang-Mills energy
YMpAq “
ż
M
}FA}2
of A is bounded below by a topological invariantż
M
trF ^ F “ 8π2c2pF q ď YMpAq (43)
with an equality if A is an instanton, also known as an anti-self-dual connection.
The integral (43) agrees with the topologically defined Chern class c2 for an exten-
sion of A to S4 Ą R4 as in [108]. Modulo gauge transformations that are trivial at
8 P S4, instantons are parametrized by a smooth manifold M of real dimension
4rc2. The integrals over M may be interpreted as (very!) approximate answers in
Euclidean Yang-Mills theory or as exact answers with enough supersymmetry and
twists. This is the physical interpretation of Donaldson’s theory of integration over
a certain compactification of M for general 4-manifold, see [110, 113].
3.3.2
By a theorem of Donaldson [29], M is also the moduli spaces of holomorphic
bundles on X “ C2 – R4 that are trivial at infinity in the following sense. Pick an
embedding into a projective surface
X Ă X, e.g. X “ P2
and consider holomorphic bundles on X together with a trivialization
φ : F |D „ÝÑ O‘rD , D “ XzX ,
known as a framing of F . The group GLprq – AutO‘rD acts on φ, and this is the
same action as the action of constant gauge transformations on instantons.
In one sentence, Nekrasov theory [68] may be described as G-equivariant inte-
gration, in cohomology or K-theory, over a certain partial compactification
M Ă M r “ tframed torsion-free sheaves on X of rank ru .
Here
G “ AutpXq ˆGLprq Q
ˆ
t1
t2
˙
ˆ
¨˝
a1
. . .
ar
‚˛ , (44)
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where we have introduced an elelement in the maximal torus of G. In K-theory,
Nekrasov counts are functions of t and a, while in cohomology they are functions
on the corresponding Lie algebra.
Very importantly, equivariant variables are assigned a direct physical meaning
in Nekrasov theory. The variables ai are coordinates on the moduli space of vacua
of the theory. The variables ti, originally used as cutoff variables to be turned off
ti Ñ 1 eventually [65–67,73,82,83], were understood to be even more important as
the theory was developed further, see [70–72, 75, 76].
3.3.3
Equivariant localization is a heavy-duty all-purpose tool to do equivariant counts
in terms of the geometry of the fixed locus for a maximal torus of G. We will get
some sense of how it works below, but see e.g. [24] for an excellent introduction.
One can first take the fixed locus with respect to the action of ai and get
M r
a “ `M 1˘ˆr
with
M 1 “ HilbpX, pointsq Ą M1 “ tOXu “ pt . (45)
It is amusing to notice that while instantons are a hallmark of nonabelian gauge
theories, the integration over them is captured by point-like abelian defects as in
(45). Similarly, I believe higher rank DT invariants of 3-folds contains substantially
the same information as curve counts, as already discussed in Section 1.4.4.
3.3.4
Now
HilbpX, nq “ tideals I Ă Crx1, x2s of codimension nu
and t “ pt1, t2q acts on it by
fpxq ÞÑ fpt´1 ¨ xq .
If I is fixed then it has to be spanned by the eigenvectors xm11 x
m2
2 , whence
HilbpX, nqt “ tmonomial ideals I Ă Crx1, x2s of codimension nu
– tpartitions of nu , (46)
where the correspondence between monomial ideals and partitions is best explained
by a picture, see Figure 8.
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Figure 8: The ideal I Ă OX generated by monomials x81, x61x2, . . . , x62
corresponds to the partition λ “ p8, 6, 4, 3, 1, 1q of the number n “ 23.
The squares in the diagram of λ correspond to a basis of OX{I.
3.3.5
For future reference, we point out that
— there is parallel match between d-dimensional partitions of n and the fixed
points HilbpAd, nqT of a maximal torus T Ă GLpdq, and
— there is a very similar combinatorics for the torus fixed points of HilbpX, curvesq
for a toric variety X, see Figure 9 and Section 6 below.
3.3.6
If M is a smooth algebraic variety with the action of a torus T then localization
formula for T-equivariant coherent sheaves on M reads
χpM ,F q “ χpM T,F ˇˇ
M T
b S‚N_
M {M Tq P KTpptq
„
1
1´ tν

Ă QpTq
where tν are the weights of the normal bundleNM {M T and S
‚ denotes the symmetric
algebra. See e.g. Chapter 5 in [24] for an introduction.
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Figure 9: A monomial ideal I Ă OX like in Figure 8 need not be of
finite codimension. This is important when we consider the Hilbert
schemes of curves.
For example, if p P M T is an isolated point and TpM “
ř
tνi as a T-module
then we get the following contribution
S
‚
N_
M {p “
ź 1
1´ t´νi (47)
of the normal directions. The product (47) is the character of the T-action on
functions on the formal neighborhood of p in M .
3.3.7
Here we are in the case when all fixed points are isolated and so χpM Tr q is a finite
sum over r-tuples of partitions. To compute the character of the tangent space to
M at the point
F “ Iλp1q ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ Iλprq (48)
we use the modular interpretation of M . Very generally, tangent spaces to moduli
of sheaves are identified with Ext1 groups, and concretely
TFM “ Ext1XpF ,F p´Dqq (49)
“
rà
i,j“1
aj{ai b Ext1XpIλpiq, Iλpjqp´Dqq .
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Note, in particular, that this is is sesquilinear in the summands of (48).
It follows that (47) becomes a product of pairwise interactions between the
partitions
S
‚
T_FM “
ź
i,j
Epλpiq, λpjq, aj{aiqq´1 (50)
where
Epλ, µ, uq “
ź
wP weights of ubExt1
X
pIλ,Iµp´Dqq
p1´ w´1q . (51)
It is convenient to use the following combinatorial language to compute the concrete
form of this interaction (51).
3.3.8
For a diagram λ, we consider the following generating function
Gλ “ χC2pO{Iλq “
ÿ
xai x
b
jRIλ
t´a1 t
´b
2 . (52)
The terms in this sum correspond to the boxes ˝ “ pa` 1, b` 1q in the diagram λ.
We define the arm-length and the leg-length of a box ˝ “ pj, iq by
aλp˝q “ λi ´ j , lλp˝q “ λ1j ´ i ,
where λ1 denotes the transposed diagram. Note that these numbers will be negative
for ˝ R λ.
Lemma 3.1. The character in (51) is given by
Ext1
X
pIλ, Iµp´Dqq “ Gµ ` t1t2 Gλ ´ p1´ t1qp1´ t2qGµGλ , (53)
“
ÿ
˝Pµ
t
´aµp˝q
1 t
lλp˝q`1
2 `
ÿ
˝Pλ
t
aλp˝q`1
1 t
´lµp˝q
2 . (54)
In particular, there are |λ| ` |µ| factors in (51).
Here td “ t´d denotes the usual duality for representations and characters.
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3.3.9
Since this is a very typical computation in the subject, we do it here explicitly.
Proof. To compute the character of this Ext1 we note that
Ext1
X
pIλ, Iµp´Dqq “ ´χXpIλ, Iµp´Dqq , because Ext0 “ Ext2 “ 0,
“ χC2pO ,Oq ´ χC2pIλ, Iµq , by localization. (55)
Further note that χC2pF ,G q is a sesquilinear form on
KTpC2q – KTpptq
normalized by
χC2pO ,Oq “ 1p1´ t´11 qp1´ t´12 q
.
We have
rO{Iλs “ χC2pO{Iλq
χC2pOq rOs “ Gλp1´ t
´1
1 qp1´ t´12 qqrOs P KTpC2q
which gives (53). For (54) see e.g. Lemma 3 in [27].
3.3.10
The arms-and-legs combinatorics of the interaction (51) is typical in Nekrasov
theory which extends to higher rank, that is, to many partitions tλpiqu the combi-
natorics of Macdonald symmetric functions.
The natural generality to study Nekrasov counts is when the gauge group has
several factors (not unlike what happens in the standard model), so that
M “
ź
M ri Ą
 ś
Upriq-instantons on R4
(
, (56)
and we define
Zpreliminary “ χpM ,
ś
z
c2pFiq
i Eulerpmatterqq (57)
“
ÿ
r-tuple of parititions
z# of boxes
ź
η,νP r-tuple
interactions with mass uk
Epη, ν, ukq˘1 (58)
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where r “ ř ri is the total rank,
z# of boxes “śzc2pFiqi “ zř |λpiq|1 zř |µpjq|2 ¨ ¨ ¨ .
The matter in (57) is a bunch of fermions in representations of the form pCriq˚bCrj
of the gauge group in (56) and mathematically described by the vector bundle
Ext1
X
pFi,Fjp´Dqq   //

Ψi,j

tpFi,Fjqu   //M i ˆM j
(59)
of rank c2pFiq ` c2pFjq. This bundle is given an additional equivariant weight m
with respect to some bigger torus. This weight gives the mass to the fermion and
contributes
EulerpmbΨijq “
ÿ
k
p´mq´kΛkΨ_ij
to the integrand in (57) and Epη, ν,mq to the product in (58).
The terms with Epλ, µ, . . . q in denominator in (58) in come from (50). The
simple mathematical fact that they appear in the denominator may be explained
physically as the interaction of η and ν via a gauge boson of the corresponding
gauge group. The equivariant weight aj{ai in (50) corresponds to the mass of that
gauge boson.
Note that the case of matter in the fundamental representation Cri, or its dual,
for one of the gauge group factors is contained in the previous discussion as a special
case. To find it, take Fi or Fj trivial in (59).
3.3.11
The true Nekrasov partition function differs from (57) in two respects. First, there
is a z-independent prefactor, interpreted as perturbative contributions to the par-
tition function. It is obviously very important, but will be left out from this dis-
cussion.
Second, the partition functions like (57) come from susy quantum mechanics,
that is, indices of suitable Dirac operators, on the moduli spaces M . On a Ka¨hler
manifold, this Dirac operator is the B¯ operator twisted by the square root K 1{2
M
of
the canonical bundle. This will be also a very important feature of K-theoretic DT
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counts. This square root twist propagates in formulas by
ZNekrasov “ Zperturbative Zpreliminary
ˇˇ
E ÞÑpE (60)
where pEpλ, µ, uq “ ź
same w
pw1{2 ´ w´1{2q . (61)
3.3.12
The properties of (60) are very deep and rich, see e.g. [70–72,75,76]. They place a
lower bound on the complexity and richness of DT counts as Nekrasov counts can
be found within DT counts, sometimes in a rather nontrivial way, see e.g. Section
5.5.7 below.
The main conjecture of [68] was about the limit t1, t2 Ñ 1 and its relation
to the geometry of Seiberg-Witten curves, see [65–67, 73, 82, 83]. This limit is
perhaps best understood from the 3-dimensional perspective and the 3-dimensional
boxcounting interpretation of Nekrasov functions. The whole Seiberg-Witten curve
can be clearly seen in the limit shape for boxcounting problem8.
Among other things, the functions (60) generalize and discretize many impor-
tant integrals over r-tuples of Hermitian matrices, in the same way as summations
over partitions may be seen as a discrete analog of a random matrix integral9.
3.3.13
The combinatorics surrounding Macdonald symmetric functions is full of identities
of the general formÿź 1´ tµ
1´ tν “ another expression of the same breed ,
where t “ pt1, t2, . . . q, and, as a rule, one gets a lot of insight and mileage out of
interpreting such identities as statements about equivariant K-theory of HilbpC2q
and related spaces. In Nekrasov theory one finds a multitude of higher rank gen-
eralization of such identities.
8Also, the variational principle for limit shapes is simpler in the 3-dimensional setting, as it may be taken to
describe a random surface with local interaction, see e.g. [83]. This is easier than the variational problem for random
partitions solved in [73] because local rules for surfaces generate nonlocal interactions for the partitions that appear
as slices of a random surface.
9 See e.g. [80] for a lengthy discussion of such comparisons.
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Perhaps as a meta principle one could propose the following: every problem
involving partitions, and also Schur functions for some special values of the param-
eters, is really a problem in DT theory and is best approached as such.
4 The GW/DT correspondence
4.1 Main features
4.1.1
At this point, the reader will be hardly surprised to learn there is a correspondence
between DT and GW counts for 3-folds, but the exact details of this match may
be surprising. Most importantly, there is no way to match the integrals over the
individual moduli spaces in DT and GW theories.
Indeed, even if we allow disconnected curves (which can have negative genus),
we have
g ! 0, d fixed ñ M g,npX, dq‚ “ ∅ , (62)
where bullet indicated that we allow disconnected domains C as long as f is not
constant on any of them. Similarly,
χ ! 0, d fixed ñ HilbpX, d, χq “ ∅ . (63)
If we try to match the discrete invariants by the usual formula
χ “ 1´ g ,
then we see a serious disagreement between (62) and (63).
If fact, the correspondence will be an equality of generating functions over χ
and g. The two generating functions will identified not as formal power series but
as analytic functions after a certain change of variables. This means that, a priori,
to reconstruct one integral on one side infinitely many integrals on the other side
are needed. In reality, this is much more effective because one of the functions is
conjectured to be rational.
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4.1.2
A nice geometric way to remember the degree of the curve and forget its genus is
to consider the maps to the Chow variety of 1-dimensional cycles in X
PTpXq
πPTÑChow &&▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼▼
▼
M pXq‚
π
MÑChowxxqqq
qq
qq
qq
qq
ChowpXq
, (64)
where PTpXq stands for the moduli space of stable pairs. One can also put the
Hilbert scheme of curves, or other DT moduli spaces in its place, with only minor
changes to the correspondence. The maps in (64) are proper once we fix χpF q or
gpCq, respectively. This means that
ZPTÑChow “ πPTÑChow,˚
´
p´zqχpF q rPTsvir
¯
P H2 vir dimpChowpXq,Zqppzqq (65)
is a well-defined as a formal Laurent series. Here
vir dim “ c1pXq ¨ cycle
is a locally constant function on ChowpXq. Similarly, we define
Z
MÑChow “ πMÑChow,˚
´
u2g´2
”
M
‚
ı
vir
¯
P H2 vir dimpChowpXq,Qqppu2qq . (66)
The Q-coefficients appear here because the virtual cycle of the orbifold M
‚
are
only defined with rational coefficients.
The GW/DT correspondence, in its basic form, is the following
Conjecture 1 ([54, 55]). The series (65) is an expansion of a rational function in
z with poles at roots of unity.
Conjecture 2 ([54, 55]). We have
z´
vir dim
2 ZPTÑChow “ p´iuqvir dim ZMÑChow (67)
after the change of variables
z “ eiu . (68)
Originally, the conjecture was stated for numerical Hilbert scheme counts, the
formulation here makes use of later improvements. Numerical counts are obtained
from (67) by pairing with cohomology classes that record incidence of cycles.
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4.1.3
Conjecture 2 is proven for all toric varieties in [57] and, for numerical counts,
for complete intersections in the products of projective spaces in [99]. In fact,
Pandharipande and Pixton prove a finer correspondence that includes descendent
insertions. Early discussion of such descendent correspondence may be found in
[55], see also [79]. Tracing the GW/DT correspondence through degenerations of
the form (2) and equivalences between different kinds of boundary conditions play
a key role in [95–99].
4.1.4
Note, in particular, that (67) must have the same parity with respect to
pz, uq ÞÑ pz´1,´uq
as the parity of the virtual dimension. This parity compensates the Galois action
i ÞÑ ´i on the identification (68) between series with rational coefficients.
4.1.5
The following is a heuristic analytic argument for the rationality of (65) assuming
(67) is an equality of analytic functions on some common domain of analyticity.
The series (65) is a series in z with integer coefficients and, at least in specific
instances, it is easy to see it converges for |z| ă 1.
A classical theorem of F. Carlson [26, 102] then implies
— either it is a rational function, or
— the unit circle |z| “ 1 is a natural boundary for it.
In the latter case, it cannot be meromorphic in any neighborhood of the points
z “ 1, whence the conclusion.
4.2 Relative correspondence
4.2.1
Correspondence of relative boundary conditions in GW and DT theories takes a
remarkably simple form. We will interpret relative partitions functions as vectors
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in the Fock spaces (19) and (33), respectively. The monomial prefactors in (67)
may be absorbed in a change of variables of the form
ZpQz´c1pXq{2, zq “ z´ vir dim {2ZpQ, zq
and we will assume that this has already been done. To match the boundary
conditions, we need a map
S
‚ pH‚pDq b tQrrtssq b F „ÝÝÝÝÑ H‚pHilbpDqq b F , (69)
where F denotes the functions of u and z, and such a map is uniquely determined
by where it sends the operators of multiplication by γ b tk for γ P H‚pDq in the
symmetric algebra.
Conjecture 3 ([55]). The relative correspondence map (69) sends the multiplica-
tion operator by u1´kγ b tk to the Nakajima creation correspondence that adds a
length k subscheme supported on the cycle Poincare´ dual to γ.
4.2.2
A weak form of Conjecture 3, a correspondence between certain capped counts
was established for toric varieties in [57]. Much stronger results were obtained in
[98, 99].
4.3 Example: GW theory of curves
4.3.1
Let B be a smooth curve of some genus. A stable map
f : C Ñ B
is a branched cover of B on some components of C and constant on other compo-
nents of C, see Figure 10.
At the dawn of representation theory, A. Hurwitz sorted out the enumeration
of degree d branched covers in terms of the characters of the symmetric group
Spdq, see e.g. [42] for a survey. It is difficult to improve on this classical treatment,
except that there is a certain combinatorial complexity to characters of Spdq that
kept generations of researchers busy.
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The whole GW theory of B is a certain mixture of Hurwitz theory with the
contributions of collapsed components of C which have the formAź
ψmii λk
E
:“
ż
M g,n
ckpHodgeq
nź
i“1
c1pT ˚piqmi , (70)
where the integral is over the Deligne-Mumford moduli space of genus g stable
curves C with n marked points tpiu and T ˚pi denotes the line bundle with fiber
T ˚piC.
Figure 10: Some components of the source curve C are branched covers
of the target curve B, while other components of C are collapsed by
the map f .
4.3.2
The GW theory of curves was worked out explicitly in [88–90] and it turns out
— it is much simpler combinatorially than the Hurwitz theory,
— both the Spdq-characters and the integrals (70) may be deduced from it, and
this gives much better results than previously known.
The answers in GW theory of B are some explicit sums over partitions of d, which
are, of course, unavoidable as long as Spdq is around.
One may view these sums as finite discrete analogs of random matrix integrals
that played a very important role in Witten’s pioneering thinking [112] about 2-
dimensional quantum gravity, matrix models, and integrals (70) with k “ 0. See
[80] for more on random matrices versus random partitions.
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4.3.3
These sums over partitions now find a completely transparent interpretation via
GW/DT correspondence if we take
X “ B ˆ A2pt,´tq
and use the periodicity (36). On the DT side, there is also an analog of Mumford’s
vanishing: for opposite equivariant weights, the virtual class vanishes as soon as
the map OX Ñ F is not surjective. The only moduli spaces to consider are then
PTpX, drBsq – HilbpA2pt,´tq, dq ,
where the isomorphism is induced by pullback under X Ñ A2pt,´tq.
This reduces everything to the classical geometry of HilbpA2q, which yields sums
over partitions by simple localization like in Section 3.3.4.
4.3.4
The generalization of this geometry is the theory of local curves, that is, threefolds
that are total spaces
X “
L1 ‘L2
Ó
B
, (71)
of two line bundles on B. There is a natural action of pCˆq2 in the fibers of X and
the equivariant variables
pt1, t2q P LiepCˆq2 (72)
are important parameters in the theory.
The GW and the DT sides of the story were worked out in [21] and [92], respec-
tively. They now related to the quantum cohomology of HilbpA2t1,t2q, computed in
[91]. This theory now strictly generalizes the corresponding classical story of Jack
polynomials etc. We will have another look at it from an even higher perspective
in Section 7.
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5 Membranes and sheaves
5.1 Outline
5.1.1
M-theory is an ambitious vision that ties together many threads of the modern high-
energy physics in a unique 11-dimensional supergravity theory. Instead of point
particles or strings, M-theory contains membranes (M2-branes) with 3-dimensional
worldvolume, see e.g. [9] for a survey of their properties.
In a space-time of the form Z ˆ S1, where Z is a complex Calabi-Yau 5-fold,
there will be supersymmetric M2 branes of the form C ˆ S1 where C Ă Z is a
holomorphic curve. The contribution of those is expected to be an enumerative
theory superficially resembling other curve counting theories.
A guess for what this theory might look like and how it should be related to DT
theories of 3-folds is the main theme of [74]. Among other things, the conjectures
of [74] provide a natural description of the rational function in Conjecture 1. They
do so by identifying a generalization of the series (65) with a certain equivariant
K-theoretic count of M2-branes, in which the variable z is viewed as acting on Z
via
z P Cˆz Ă AutpZ,Ω5Zq .
In English, we require that z preserves the Calabi-Yau 5-form Ω5Z . By localization,
such counts are always rational functions with controlled poles.
To be able to interpret a multiplicative variable z P Cˆ as an equivariant param-
eter, we must work in K-theory and the corresponding M2-counts will be matched
with the K-theoretic analogs of (65). Conveniently, the suitable K-theoretic exten-
sion of DT counts works out very nicely.
5.1.2
The main difference between counting M2-branes and what we have seen before
is that M-theory lacks a parameter that could keep track of the genus of C. This
makes sense if we want a correspondence with DT counts that reassigns the genus-
counting variable z.
M-theory has a 3-form field that generalizes connections of gauge theories and
determines, via integration over the worldvolume, the action of an M2-brane. For
curve counting, this produces variables Q that keep track of the degree of C. But
there is nothing in M-theory that could similarly couple to the genus of C, or the
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Betti numbers of the worldvolume CˆS1, hence we must sum over the genera with
no extra weight.
The only possible solution conclusion is that these sums must be finite and
therefore we require the map
M2pZq Ñ ChowpZq
to be proper, where M2pZq is our hypothetical moduli space of supersymmetric
M2-branes. This is very different in flavor from either GW or DT counts and is
achieved in [74] by imposing a certain stability condition.
5.1.3
A connection with DT counts appears when the fixed locus
X “ ZCˆz
has pure dimension 3. For simplicity, we will assume here that X is connected,
otherwise DT theories of different components of X will be talking to each other
like the different partitions were talking to each other in Section 3.3.7. The details
of that interaction can be found in Section 3 in [74], but here we skip them.
Here we can take
Z “
L4 ‘L5
Ó
X
, (73)
where X is an arbitrary smooth quasiprojective 3-fold,
L4 bL5 “ KX ,
and Cˆz acts with weights pz, z´1q in the fibers of (73).
The correspondence between DT and M2 counts will be expressed as an equality
of two elements of KpChowpXqqppzqq, in parallel to the language of Conjecture 2.
5.1.4
On the DT side, we consider the following analog of (65)
ZK,PTÑChow “ πPTÑChow,˚ pOPT P KpChowpXqqppzqq (74)
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where pOPT “ prefactor Ovir b pKvir b detH‚pF b pL4 ´L5qqq1{2 (75)
with
Ovir “ the virtual structure sheaf the moduli space PTpXq ,
Kvir “ its virtual canonical line bundle ,
detH
‚pF b . . . q “ a tautological line bundle on PTpXq ,
prefactor “ p´1qpL4,dq`χpF q z´vir dim2 `χpF q . (76)
Here the virtual structure sheaf and the virtual canonical line bundle come out of
the general machine of perfect obstruction theories, see an example below. The
fact that a certain line bundle has a square root10 uses something specific about
DT moduli spaces. The existence of the required square root is shown in [74]. The
Euler characteristics that we compute here do not depend on the choice of the
square root.
Note that, aside from p´1qpL4,dq, the prefactor is the same monomial ˘z... that
appears in the correspondence (67). The expression (75) is a slight modification of
the
virtual Aˆ-genus “ Ovir bK 1{2vir
that contains the right dependence on the normal bundle NZ{X and has a well-
defined square root.
Before discussing the membrane side of the story, it is very instructive to con-
sider an example.
5.2 Smooth curves
5.2.1
Let X be of the form (71), which means that
Z “
L1 ‘L2 ‘L4 ‘L5
Ó
B
, (77)
10A more precise statement is that it is a square modulo a certain fixed line bundle pulled back from ChowpXq,
which will also appear on the membrane side.
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and consider curves of minimal degree
d “ rBs P H2pZ,Zq ,
where rBs is the class of a section in (77). The corresponding component of the
Chow variety is simply a linear space
ChowpX, dq “ H0pB,NX{Bq , NX{B “ L1 ‘L2 ,
and by the analysis of (14) the fibers of πPTÑChow are symmetric powers of the
underlying curves
S
‚B

  // PTpX, dq
πPTÑChow

rBs   //ChowpX, dq .
(78)
Without loss of generality, it suffices to consider the fiber over the curve B itself
in (78). In any event, all counts can be reduced to this fiber by localization with
respect to the torus (72),
5.2.2
First, let us discuss the integrand in (74) in the special case
L1 bL2 “ KB , L4 “ L5 “ OB . (79)
In this case, the 3-fold X is already Calabi-Yau and the obstruction theory of the
PT moduli spaces is self-dual.
The deformation-obstruction theory can be divided into two pieces. One, which
we call horizontal, described the deformations
Def— “ H0pB,NB{Xq , Obs— “ H1pB,NB{Xq “ Def_—
of the curve itself and is pulled back from the Chow variety. The vertical piece
Def | “ the tangent bundle TS‚B , Obs| “ Def_| ,
describes the deformations in the fibers of (78).
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5.2.3
Whenever the obstruction theory is given by a vector bundle E on a smooth variety
M , the virtual structure sheaf is cut out by a section s of E . By the Koszul
resolution, we have
Ovir “
àp´1qkΛkE _ “ S‚p´E _q ,
with the same sign conventions for the symmetric algebra as in (33). Also,
Kvir “ KM b detE
is the determinant of Obs´Def “ E ´ TM .
It is convenient to define the symmetrized symmetric algebra bypS‚V “ pdetV q1{2 S‚V “ p´1qrkV pS‚V _ , (80)
where the last equality holds if V is odd or in localized equivariant K-theory. With
this notation
Ovir bK 1{2vir “ K 1{2M b pS‚p´E _q .
The localization of this to a point of M equalspS‚pT ˚M ´ E _q “ p´1qvir dim pS‚pTM ´ E q .
5.2.4
We now specialize this to the vertical part of the obstruction theory with
M “ SnB , E “ T ˚M .
With the ˘z... prefactor in (76), we get
pOPT,| ˇˇˇ
SnB
“ p´zq1´gpBqzn
ÿ
p
p´1qpΩp SnB .
The pushforward of this is a combination of Hodge structures of S‚B, namely
πPTÑChow,˚ pOPT,| “ p´zq1´gpBq ÿ
n,p,q
znp´1qp`qHp,qpSnBq ,
“ p´zq1´gpBq S‚
˜
z
ÿ
0ďp,qď1
p´1qp`qHp,qpBq
¸
(81)
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where
Hp,qpY q “ HqpΩpY q .
The equality in (81) is a classical result that goes back to Macdonald [53] and
says that the Hodge structures of S‚B are canonically the symmetric algebra of the
Hodge structure of B itself.
5.2.5
The argument of S‚ in (81) can be written as follows
zp´1qp,qH‚,‚pBq “ H‚pB, zL4q `H‚pB, z´1L5q_
and so from (80) we conclude
πPTÑChow,˚ pOPT,| “ pS‚H‚pB, zL4 ‘ z´1L5q_
“ pS‚H‚pB,NZ{Xq_ , (82)
which is a very remarkable conclusion.
In English, it says that the integration along the fibers of (78) can be replaced
by just allowing the curve B to move in the 4th and 5th dimensions ! Indeed (82)
is identical to
localization of pOPT,— “ pS‚H‚pB,NX{Bq_
and the combination of the horizontal and vertical part treats all normal directions
to B in Z equally.
There is a simple
Theorem 1 ([84]). Formula (82) is valid without the assumptions (79).
Its proof is a natural modification of Macdonald’s result for twisted cotangent
bundles of SnB that appear in the general case. So, the conclusion for any smooth
curve B is that its PT theory is summed up by allowing it to move in the extra
dimension of M-theory.
5.3 General curves
5.3.1
Still in the setting of (73), our goal now is to discuss a general conjectural formula
for (74) in terms of the the symmetrized virtual structure sheafpOM2 “ Ovir bK 1{2vir
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of the membrane moduli spaces. This formula should generalize (82) and therefore
should involve Cˆz -localization.
5.3.2
Consider the diagram of proper maps
M2pZqCˆz

ι //M2pZq

ChowpXq //ChowpZq .
(83)
By localization, the map ι˚ on equivariant K-theories is an isomorphism after in-
verting 1´ tzn, where t is weight of AutX and n ‰ 0. Thus, we can define
ZK,M2ÑChow “ πM2ÑChow,˚ pι˚q´1 pOM2 P KAutpXqpChowpXqq „z˘1, 1
1´ tzn

. (84)
5.3.3
By design, the membrane moduli space parametrize connected membranes and thus
there is a certain exponentiation to go from the membrane counts to the DT counts.
The Chow variety is an algebraic semigroup, where the addition maps
p`qn : ChowpXqn Ñ ChowpXq
are given by the addition of cycles. The zero cycle
t∅u “ ChowpX, 0q
is the identity for this operation. For F P KpChowq such that F ˇˇ
Chowp0q
“ 0 we
define
SChowF “
8à
n“0
`p`qn,˚Fbn˘Spnq .
If we integrate over ChowpXq, this becomes the usual exponential, that is,
χ
`
Qd SChowF
˘ “ exp`χ`Qd F˘˘ .
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5.3.4
The following is a special case of the main conjecture in [74]
Conjecture 4 ([74]). We have
ZK,PTÑChow “ SChow ZK,M2ÑChow .
This becomes formula (82) for points in ChowpXq corresponding to smooth curves.
5.4 Degree 0 DT counts
5.4.1
Our discussion so far explicitly ignored DT counts in degree zero like we did in
(15). While simpler than curve counts, these counts played an important role in
the development of DT theory as an important testing ground on which many of
the ideas presented above were developed.
In particular, Conjecture 4 and the whole paper [74] were inspired by a conjec-
ture of Nekrasov [69] that matches the K-theoretic degree 0 Hilbert scheme counts
to the contributions of fields of M-theory to its partition function.
5.4.2
While degree 0 counts can be defined for an arbitrary X, equivariant localization
and the algebraic cobordism ideas of Levine and Pandharipande [50] reduce the
general case to GLp3q-equivariant computations for X “ A3. If T Ă GLp3q is the
maximal torus, then
HilbpA3, nqT “ tmonomial idealsu
“ t3d partitions of the number nu
and all degree 0 counts are various refinements of the classical count
Mcpzq :“
ź
ną0
p1´ znq´n “
ÿ
3d partitions π
z|π|
“
ÿ
n
znχtoppHilbpA3, nqq ,
that goes back to McMahon. All of these counts may be phrased as sums over 3d
partitions that weight π by z|π| times some function of the equivariant variables.
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Figure 11: Monomial ideals in Crx1, x2, x3s of codimension n correspond
to 3-dimensional partitions of the number n.
5.4.3
The exact combinatorial nature of these weights will be discussed in Section 6.1,
here we only state the results.
Theorem 2 ([55]). ÿ
n
p´zqn
ż
rHilbpA3,nqsvir
1 “ Mcpzq
ş
A3
pc3´c1c2q . (85)
Here ż
A3
pc3 ´ c1c2q “ ´pt1 ` t2qpt1 ` t3qpt2 ` t3q
t1t2t3
where ttiu are the Chern roots of the tangent bundle. If c1 “ 0 this reduces to the
McMahon identity.
5.4.4
In the K-theoretic situation, we take X “ A3 in (73) with both L4 and L5 trivial,
so that Z “ A5. On Z, we work equivariantly with respect to
1Ñ Cˆz Ñ SLp5qz Ñ GLp3q Ñ 1 (86)
where SLp5q acts by automorphisms of Z preserving Ω5Z. We denote by
t1, t2, t3, t4 “ z?
t1t2t3
, t5 “ 1
z
?
t1t2t3
,
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the Chern roots of TZ, where we picked the most symmetric splitting of (86) for
convenience.
We define the K-theoretic integrand by the same formula as (75)
pODT “ p´1qχpOCqOvir b pKvir b detH‚pOC b pL4 ´L5qqq1{2
“ p´zqχpOCqOvir bK 1{2vir . (87)
Define paptq “ t1{2 ´ t´1{2 . (88)
The following result was conjectured by Nekrasov [69]
Theorem 3 ([84]). We have
χpHilbpA3, pointsq, pODTq “ S‚ pχpZ, T ˚Z ´ TZqmovingq (89)
“ S‚
ś
iăjď3paptitjqś
iď5paptiq
where moving in (89) means nonconstant terms in the z Ñ 0 expansion of the
corresponding rational function.
5.4.5
The motivation for this remarkable conjecture came from a comparison with the
contributions of fields of M-theory to its partition functions. The fields of M-theory
are
— a Riemannian metric on Z,
— its superpartner gravitino which is a field of spin 3{2,
— the 3-form field under which the M2 branes are electrically charged.
These are defined modulo various gauge equivalences that include diffeomorphisms
of Z. To compute their contributions to the partition function is an exercise in
representation theory of
SUp5q Ă SOp10,Rq
and it gives the remarkable prediction (89), modulo a certain puzzling detail. See
Section 3.3 in [84] for a pedagogical review.
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The puzzling detail is a certain doubling that happens in the answer (89).
Namely, fields of M-theory contribute
either S
‚ pχpZ, T ˚Zqq or S‚ pχpZ,´TZqq ,
depending on a certain choice. However in (89) we see the product of both answers.
There is an exactly parallel issue in trying to match (85) to the GW counts
for X “ A3 which, by the discussion in Section 3.1.3 is the generating function
for triple Hodge integrals. Aside from transcendental constants like ζp3q, one gets
a match between (85) and the square of the GW answer computed in [32], see
e.g. the discussion in Section 2.4.5 in [81]. A good explanation for this doubling
phenomenon in degree 0 is yet to be found.
5.5 Hidden symmetries
5.5.1
Obviously, there could be more than one Cˆ Ă AutpZ,Ω5q with 3-dimensional set
of fixed points. For instance, all Li in (77) play a completely symmetric role.
The permutation
L4 Ø L5 , z Ø z´1
is related to the parity of DT counts under z ÞÑ z´1 discussed in Section 4.1.4.
While this is already a deep symmetry, the other permutations are more mysterious
from the points of view of DT counts. In particular, they mix equivariant variables
with the boxcounting variable z.
5.5.2
Permutations like σ “ p14qp25q that preserve the blocks of the partition
NX{B “ L1 ‘L2 , NZ{X “ L4 ‘L5 ,
may be interpreted as an instance of the invariance of K-theoretic curve counts
under symplectic duality, also known as the 3-dimensional mirror symmetry, as
well as under other names.
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5.5.3
From both conceptual and technical point of view, it is very productive to relate
DT counts for local curves X as in (71) to the enumerative theory of sections f of
the corresponding bundle
HilbpA2, pointsq   //HilbpFiberq

B
f
bb
(90)
of the Hilbert schemes of points of the fibers in (71). In fact, there is a natural
identification
PTpXq “ Quasimap sections f of (90) (91)
where quasimaps are maps with certain singularities that will be discussed presently.
Very important for this is the fact that
HilbpA2, nq “ a Nakajima quiver variety, see [59, 61]
“ µ´1p0q{GLpnq (92)
“ tHiggs vacua of a certain susy gauge theoryu (93)
where
µ : T ˚M Ñ pLieGLpnqq˚
is the moment map and M is a certain GLpnq-module11.
The quotient in (92) is a GIT quotient with a certain choice of stability condi-
tions, which here concretely means a choice of a characters χ “ pdetq˘1 of GLpnq.
By definition [25], a quasimap f to a GIT quotient is a map
f : B Ñ quotient stack
that evaluates to a stable point at all but finitely many smooth points of B. Con-
cretely this means giving:
— a GLpnq-bundle of prequotients over B with
— a section f that generically lands in the stable locus,
where both pieces of data are allowed to vary and are considered modulo isomor-
phism.
GIT quotients of lci affine algebraic varieties have a technically particularly nice
enumerative theory of quasimaps, see [25], and HilbpA2, nq falls into this category.
11For HilbpA2, nq, one takes M “ EndpCnq ‘ Cn, see [62].
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5.5.4
Enumerative K-theory of quasimaps to quotients of the form (92) is a mathemat-
ical realization of twisted supersymmetric indices in certain 3-dimensional gauge
theories with
space-time “ B ˆ S1 (94)
gauge group “ Upnq
matter “ T ˚M .
One way in which a gauge theory can be in a lowest energy state is when all gauge
fields are constant and all matter fields sit at the bottom of the potential, giving
Higgs vacua “ minima of the potential
M
global gauge
“ `µ´1pcq X µ´1R pθq˘ {Upnq
“ µ´1pcq{θGLpnq ,
for some parameters c, θ in dual of the center of GLpnq, where µR is the real moment
map.
A Hamiltonian approach to susy indices on manifold of the form (94) is via susy
quantum mechanics, that is, the study Dirac operator on the space of
modulated vacua “  maps B Ñ Higgs vacua( ,
and this mathematically formalized as an enumerative K-theory of quasimaps as
above.
5.5.5
In theoretical physics, there is a very powerful set of ideas that equates such counts
for different gauge theories while also mixing their equivariant and degree-counting
variables. Such pairs of gauge theories are called symplectically dual, 3d mirrors
pairs etc., see e.g. [13–17, 22, 23, 41, 64].
In particular, HilbpA2, nq is self-dual, but the action of the duality on the param-
eters of the theory is very nontrivial and precisely correspond to the permutation
σ “ p14qp25q in (77).
Heuristically, the identification of quasimap counts may be explained as follows:
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— moduli of vacua has other irreducible components (known as branches), and
those can be also used to compute susy indices,
— the Higgs branch of a gauge theory should be identified with the so-called
Coulomb branch of the mirror theory, and vice versa.
Recently, there has been a major progress in mathematical understanding of Coulomb
branches, see [16,17,64]. There is still a very long way to making the above heuris-
tic rigorous, but there are other ideas and other technical tools with which one
can prove the equality of quasimap counts, see [2, 4]. We will come back to this
in Section 7 below after the right framework and the right language have been
introduced.
5.5.6
To get more complicated dualities from (77) we denote
Cˆ12 , C
ˆ
45 Ă AutpZ,Ω5q
the groups scaling respective Li with opposite weights and consider the subgroups
µn Ă Cˆ12 , µm Ă Cˆ45 ,
of roots of unity of respective orders. The new Calabi-Yau 5-fold
Zn,m “ minimal resolution
´
Z
M
µn ˆ µm
¯
fibers over B in An`1 ˆ Am`1, where An`1 is the minimal resolutions of the corre-
sponding surface singularity. For Zn,m we can take
Cˆz “ Cˆ12
L
µn or C
ˆ
45
L
µm
and this will correspond to mirror pairs of the form
moduli of rank m
bundles on An`1
Ø moduli of rank n
bundles on Am`1
(95)
where the moduli spaces12 are higher rank brothers of the Hilbert schemes of points
in the respective surface and, like their rank 1 siblings, they are examples of Naka-
jima quiver varieties, see [62].
12 technically, moduli of framed torsion-free sheaves of a certain rank like we saw in Section 3.3.2.
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In this example, the fixed locus Z
Cˆz
n,m has n or m components. The interactions
between these components, see [74], which we did not discuss here, are similar to
the interaction between partitions in Section 3.3.7 and they similarly correspond
to having more than one section in (13).
5.5.7
Curve counts in (95) contain, in particular, classical computations in equivariant
K-theory of the corresponding varieties, which is the subject of Nekrasov theory.
This is how Nekrasov theory can be engineered from the DT theory, that is, this
is how Nekrasov counts can be seen as instances of counting M2-branes or other
curves.
For the record, in theoretical physics, it has been understood long ago [44] that
M-theory reduces to corresponding supersymmetric gauge theories in the case at
hand, and in particular some form of this connection was clear to Nekrasov at the
time the theory of [68] was created, see in particular Section 4 in [68]. Still, it
is nice to see a precise match appear as a special case of general mathematical
conjectures.
6 Toric DT counts
6.1 Degree 0 again
6.1.1
For ease of writing formulas like (61), it is convenient to extend (88) to a map
pa : KTpptq “ ZT^ Ñ Q´?T¯
by the rule
pa´ÿmiwi¯ “ź´w1{2i ´ w´1{2i ¯mi , mi P Z, wi P T^ .
Here T^ are the characters of T and
?
T is the torus with characters w1{2, for all
w P T^. This is something we have seen this before, for if V is a T-module thenpap´character of V q “ character of pS‚V ,
where pS‚V is the symmetrized symmetric algebra from (80).
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6.1.2
The discussion of Section 3.3 generalizes verbatim for HilbpA3q in place of HilbpA2q
if we replace the structure sheaves etc. by their virtual analogs (87). Equivariant
localization works for virtual counts [33, 38] and gives
ZDTpA3q “ χpHilbpA3, pointsq, pODTq
“
ÿ
3d partitions π
p´zq|π| pa `´T virIpi Hilb˘ , (96)
where the virtual tangent space is the difference
T virIpi Hilb “ DefIpi ´ObsIpi
between the deformations and obstruction spaces at the monomial ideal Iπ. These
correspond to ExtipI, Iq, with i “ 1, 2 respectively, and give the old13 formula (55)
T virIpi “ χpOq ´ χpIπ, Iπq . (97)
6.1.3
In parallel with (52), we define
Gπ “ χA3pO{Iπq “
ÿ
❒“pi,j,kqPπ
t1´i1 t
1´j
2 t
1´k
3 , (98)
where the boxes correspond to monomials as follows
π Q ❒ “ pi, j, kq Ø xi´11 xj´12 xk´13 R Iπ .
Lemma 6.1. The character of (97) is given by
T virIpi “ Gπ ´ t1t2t3 Gπ ´ p1´ t1qp1´ t2qp1´ t3qGπGπ . (99)
The proof is the same as the proof (53) in Lemma 3.1. It would be nice to have
a good analog of (54), but one should bear in mind that, unlike (54), (99) has an
equal number of positive and negative monomials, and this number can be very
large.
13In fact, interpreted to include obstructions to obstructions, etc. this formula hold in any dimension. It is difficult,
though, to incorporate such higher obstructions into enumerative counts, which is why dimX “ 3 is special.
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6.1.4
With this practical description of the left-hand side in (89), one can use e.g. a
computer algebra system to expand (89) in powers of z and get a sense of the
nontriviality of this identity. In general, boxcounting computations are a great
resource for both practitioners and students of the DT theory. It is very rewarding
to see abstract theories agree with computer experiments, and one is very often
guided by the latter in the search for correct general formulations.
6.2 Torus-fixed subschemes
6.2.1
Now suppose X is a smooth quasiprojective toric variety, where toric means that
a 3-dimensional torus T acts on X with an open orbit, or that X is glued from
A3-charts using monomial transition functions. As an example one can take X “
P3, pP1q3, or a local P1 in (73).
The combinatorics ofX is best captured by the corresponding polyhedron ∆pXq
— the image of the real moment map in pLieTq˚, see Figure 12. The k-dimensional
faces of ∆pXq are in bijection with k-dimensional torus orbits and, in particular,
reduced irreducible T-invariant curves Le Ă X correspond to the edges e P ∆pXq.
For example, in P3 there are 6 such curves — 3 coordinate lines in A3 and 3
coordinate lines in the projective plane at infinity.
Figure 12: We have ∆pP3q “ tetrahedron, while ∆ppP1q3q “ cube.
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6.2.2
The vertices v P ∆pXq correspond to toric charts A3v Ă X. In such a chart, a
T-invariant subscheme C Ă X has to look like the ideal in Figure 13, that is, like a
3-dimensional partition πv which can have infinite legs in the coordinate directions.
We have already seen a 2-dimensional version of this in Figure 9. The infinite legs
in Figure 13 end asymptotically on three 2-dimensional partitions λ~e indexed by
the oriented edges ~e emanating from the vertex v.
Figure 13: A one-dimensional ideal Ipi P Crx1, x2, x3s corresponds to a
3-dimensional partitions that can have infinite legs in 3-coordinate di-
rections. Just to label their asymptotic 2d partitions λe, it is convenient
to use the orientation of the figure that comes from the orientation of
the ∆pXq. In this example, λe P tp2, 1q, p3, 1q, p1, 1qu.
Globally these partitions glue like in Figure 14, where the length of the edge
should be considered as something much, much larger than the size of a box. For
the 3-dimensional partitions to glue, their asymptotic partitions λe along the given
edge have to match like
λÝÑe “
`
λÐÝe
˘1
if one follows the conventions of Figure 13 and where prime denotes the transposed
partition.
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Figure 14: Two one-dimensional ideals glue on the overlap of two toric
charts. The edge scheme Ce here is the line Le doubled in one of the
coordinate directions.
6.2.3
If we take just this partition λe running along Le, we get a canonically defined
subscheme
C Ą Ce “ C X A3v X A3v1
where v, v1 are the two vertices joined by the edge e. We have
degCe “ |λe| deg Le
and
QdegC “
ź
eP∆pXq
pQdeg Leq|λe|
is the Qd weight14 of C in partition functions (11) and (12).
6.3 Localization of DT counts
6.3.1
With the kinematics of T-fixed subschemes sorted out, we now discuss the dynam-
ics, that is, their weights in localization formulas. Just like in (97) we have
T virC “ TXpICq
14Note that since the weight of one box is p´zq, one can interpret lnQdeg Le{ lnp´zq as the length of e.
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where IC is the ideal sheaf of C and where we denote
TUpF q “ χpOUq ´ χpF ,F q ,
for a coherent sheaf F on an open set U Ă X. It is convenient to have TU pF q
defined on opens because e.g. localization gives
T virC “
ÿ
vP∆pXq
TA3vpIπvq . (100)
Each term in (100) may be computed by the formula (99), where Gπv is now a
rational function of pt1, t2, t3q. Similarly, TA3vpIπvq is a rational function, and so the
computation (100) is really taking place in the localized T-equivariant K-theory.
The torus T has no fixed points on double intersections of the charts A3v, which is
why the corresponding terms are absent in the sum(100). Their T-characters are
torsion and vanish in the localization.
On the other hand, being a rational function makes TA3vpIπvq unsuitable as an
argument for pap ¨ q. To remedy this, we literally subtract the contributions of the
infinite legs as follows
T
vtx
πv
“ TA3vpIπvq ´
ÿ
e
TA3vpIeq (101)
where the sum is over the edges e incident to v and Ie “ ICe
ˇˇ
A3v
. It is easy to see
this (101) is a polynomial in t.
By construction, this splits the virtual tangent space
T virC “
ÿ
eP∆pXq
T virCe `
ÿ
vP∆pXq
T
vtx
πv
. (102)
into the contributions of the edges curves Ce and their interaction at the vertices
v. This can be used to organize the localization formula as follows.
6.3.2
If λ is a partition running along an edge e, we define the corresponding edge weight
by
Eepλq “ p´zqχpOCeqQ|λ| degLe pa `´T virCe ˘ .
There is an elementary arm-and-leg expression for T virCe that depends on the normal
bundle NX{Le. In particular, Eepλq becomes the function Epλ, λq from Section 3.3
when the normal bundle is trivial.
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If λ, µ, and ν are the partitions running along the three edges incident to a
vertex v we define
Vvpλ, µ, νq “
ÿ
π ending on pλ, µ, νq
p´zq|π| pa `´T vtxπ ˘ (103)
where |π| is the regularized size of π, namely
|π| “ χpCπq ´
ÿ
e
χpCeq ,
which may be negative.
Note that (103) depends on the vertex v only through the assignment of equiv-
ariant variables. In other words, this is one universal function of 3 partition, 3
equivariant variables, and the box-counting variable z. It has an Sp3q-symmetry
that permutes/transposes partitions while permuting the equivariant variables.
6.3.3
With this notation, we can write the localization formula for curve counts in X as a
partition function of a vertex model, in which the degrees of freedom are partitions
living on the edges of ∆pXq and their interaction happens at vertices. Concretely,
ZpXq “
ÿ
all maps eÑ λe
ź
e
Eepλeq
ź
v
Vvpλe1, λe2, λe3q (104)
where ei are the three edges incident to v.
6.3.4
Formulas of the form (104) have a long history in the subject, starting from the
topological vertex conjecture of [5]. In there, Aganagic, Klemm, Marin˜o, and Vafa
proposed a formula, with the same structure, for GW counts in toric CY threefolds.
The topological vertex of [5] is an explicit expression with Schur functions inspired
by a connection to knot invariants from Section 3.2.3.
Note that in the Calabi-Yau case, we have
T vir “ ´ `T vir˘_
equivariantly. Hence papT virq “ ˘1 and the summation in (104) becomes pure
combinatorics of boxcounting. From a modern point of view, this combinatorics
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had just been sorted out at the time in [86], and so once one knew15 there is a
connection it was easy to see that
topological vertex “
ÿ
π ending on pλ, µ, νq
z|π| , z “ eiu .
This is the main point of [87] and it was also explained there that boxcounting is
related to the Hilbert scheme of curves in 3-dimensions. An early discussion of a
3-dimensional analog of Nekrasov theory may be found in a related paper [40].
All of this was a very important inspiration for [54, 55], where the general
GW/DT correspondence was proposed and where it was explained how it spe-
cializes to the topological vertex formula for toric CY threefolds.
6.3.5
Formulas like (104) have an obvious gauge symmetry. They can be seen as a
contraction of certain tensors in
Fock
bedges of ∆pXqpt1, t2, t3qppzqq
where Fock is a vector space with a basis given by partitions. Clearly, we are free
to change the basis in any tensor factor without affecting the result.
In (104), the edge terms are explicit products and the whole complexity sits at
vertices. The capped localization of [57], is a gauge transformation that spreads
the complexity more evenly. In capped localization, edge terms corresponds to
deformations of Ce considered relative to the two toric divisors at the endpoints
of Le, and similarly, the vertex terms are considered relative infinity which may be
modeled by the infinity of
A3 Ă pP1q3 .
The equivalence with (104) follows from the degeneration formula of Section 2.3.
15What was noticed first was the equality of the limit shape of [28, 86] for 3d partions with the GW-mirror of C3.
One can, in fact, get quite far by interpreting mirrors as limit shapes, see e.g. [81, 83].
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6.3.6
In capped localization, the edge terms are well-controlled rational functions of z
that absorb some of the complexity from
Vpλ, µ, νqcapped
Vp∅,∅,∅q “ a rational function of z, in fact (105)
?“ a Laurent polynomial in z . (106)
The rationality (105), which is the analog of the Conjecture (1), is proven in [57]
along the lines that will be explained shortly. In fact, one of our main goal in the
rest of these notes is to explain how one computes this function.
The polynomiality in (105) remains a conjecture.
6.3.7
Localization in PT theory takes a very similar shape, see [101]. The fixed loci now
have much fewer components, but may be not isolated if λ, µ, ν are all nonempty.
6.3.8
The shape of localization formulas in GW theory is structurally very similar. Let
f : C “
ď
Ci Ñ X
be a T-fixed stable map, where tCiu are irreducible components of the source curve
C. For each Ci, there are two possibilities:
— if Ci is not contracted by f , then f |Ci has the form
Ci – P1 Q y fÝÑ yµi P P1 – Le
for some edge e and some degree µi “ 1, 2, . . . . For every edge, these degrees
form a partition µe. The contribution of such Ci to the virtual tangent space
is simple and explicit.
— otherwise, Ci is contracted by f to a vertex v. These components contribute
an analog of (70), but now with 3 Chern classes of the Hodge bundle.
There is, similarly, a capped version of the localization available. The proof of
the GW/DT correspondence for toric varieties [57] really matches the capped GW
vertices and edges to their cohomological counterparts in DT theory.
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Figure 15: The shape of torus fixed stable maps to X , compare with
Figures 10 and 13.
6.4 An-geometries capture vertices
6.4.1
The vertex (103) is a basic building block of the theory and a very important special
function. One can view it as a tensor
V P pFockqb3 b Qptqppzqq (107)
and contemplate determining it by the representation theory of a suitable algebra
acting in this linear space, like it was done in [6, 8] for the topological vertex, and
the so called refined topological vertex, which is also a (very) special case of (103).
While this is a very important direction of current research, it turns out to
be easier to repackage this tensor differently, as a certain different 3-valent tensor
that can be determined by representation theory of a certain quantum group. This
group is U~pppgl3q, which is a quantum loop group associated to the loop algebra pgl3,
see [84] for an introduction. There is, in fact, a sequence of n-valent tensors that
similarly correspond to pgln for all n. They correspond to
Xn “ An´1 ˆ A1 , n “ 1, 2, . . . , (108)
where An´1 is the toric symplectic surface we met previously in Section 5.5.6.
The vertex (107) has a nice Sp3q-covariance, but the fact that its three legs
point in three different coordinate directions makes it more difficult for the three
tensor factors in (107) to interact.
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6.4.2
We have
A1 “ T ˚P1
and the toric polyhedron ∆pX2q is drawn in Figure 16. We assign the partitions
Figure 16: The 1-skeleton of ∆pX2q has a unique bounded edge and
the corresponding partition function (109) is a sum over the unique
intermediate partition η.
∅, λ, µ, and ∅ to the unbounded edges and consider
ZpX2, λ, µ | z, Qq “
ÿ
η
EpηqVp∅, µ, η1qVpη, λ,∅q . (109)
where the new variable Q enters through the Q|η| part of the edge weight Epηq in
(109). The coefficient Qk thus restricts the summation to |η| “ k.
The sum (109) may be seen as the partition function for A1ˆP1 with nonsingular
boundary conditions imposed at the divisor A1 ˆ t8u.
Lemma 6.2 ([57]). The function (109) uniquely determines the vertices with one
of the 3 partitions empty.
Proof. Suppose we want to compute Vpη, λ,∅q. By symmetry and induction,
we can assume |η| ď |λ|. Viewing (109) as linear equations on the unknowns
tVpη, λ,∅qu, it suffices to check that the matrix
pVp∅, µ, η1qq|µ|ăk ,|η|“k
has maximal rank for k “ 1, 2, . . . . It is enough to check this for the topological
vertex specialization, and this was done in [57].
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6.4.3
It is now clear that the same argument applied to
X3 “ A2 ˆ A1
will capture the full 3-valent vertex with one of the outgoing edges equal to µ.
As a result, the function ZpX3, λ, µ, νq contains V in an effective way, from which
Figure 17: The topic polytope for X3.
properties like rationality in z may be concluded.
Clearly, ZpX3, λ, µ, νq a richer function since it depends onQ1 andQ2 for the two
curve classes in A2. It is therefore remarkable that this function, and its n-valent
generalization for Xn may be described explicitly in the language of geometric
representation theory.
7 DT counts in ADE fibrations
7.1 Quasimaps again
7.1.1
The ADE surfaces S, minimal resolutions of
ADE singularities “ A2{Γ ,
where Γ Ă SL2pCq is a finite subgroup, are some of the nicest objects in the theory
of surfaces and very often make an appearance in other parts of mathematics.
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What unites them from our point of view is that their Hilbert schemes are
Nakajima varieties [59]. Therefore if X is an ADE fibration
S 

//X
π

B
, (110)
like what we have already seen in Section 5.5.6, then one can study quasimap
sections of the corresponding fibration16 of the Hilbert schemes
HilbpSq   //Hilbpπq

B
f
aa
, (111)
like we did in Section 5.5.3.
7.1.2
If S “ A2 then these quasimap moduli spaces are the PT moduli spaces. In general,
they are even more economical than the PT moduli spaces and, by transitivity,
much more economical than the Hilbert schemes of curves in X.
Quasimap counting also has a noticeable technical advantage in how it can
handle sheaves of higher rank on X. Recall from Section 5.5.6 that the moduli of
rank r torsion free sheaves on S are also Nakajima varieties, and so one can just
count quasimaps to those.
Counting quasimaps in (111) is just another flavor of DT theory of X and
is expected to be related to other counts by a simple wall-crossing like (15). In
cohomology, this comes out for free from the results of [56, 57], and situation in
equivariant K-theory should be similar.
7.1.3
Since it is easier to work with quasimaps, and K-theoretic counts are complicated
enough, so far people focused on doing them for quasimaps. There is now a satis-
factory general enumerative theory of quasimaps to general Nakajima varieties, see
[84, 85] for an introduction and overview.
16Normally, what we denote by Hilbpπq is called the relative Hilbert scheme of π, but the meaning of the world
relative has been reassigned in DT theory.
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7.1.4
The base B in (110) is a fixed nonsingular curve. By deformation invariance and
gluing, the DT counts relative the fibers of (110), that is, the assignment
pB, tbiuq ÞÑ ZpX{Dq , D “ π´1ptbiuq (112)
defines a 2-dimensional TQFT and, more generally, a K-theoretic analog of a co-
homological field theory if the curve B is allowed to move in families.
The space of boundary conditions in this TQFT is (20) in cohomology and
KAutpSqpHilbpSqq “
à
k
KAutpSqpHilbpSq, kq (113)
in equivariant K-theory.
7.1.5
More precisely, this is a TQFT that is further enriched to keep track of the topology
of the bundle in (110) which is labelled by a cocharacter
σ : Cˆ Ñ AutpSq . (114)
In degeneration, the bundle degree may be split arbitrarily between the compo-
nents.
It is convenient to treat bundle topology as the action of commuting shift op-
erators indexed by σ. In higher rank, there are similar shift operators related to
the framing automorphisms of Nakajima varieties.
7.1.6
There is a simple Lie algebra gADE associated to S and the corresponding affine Lie
algebra
gKM “ central extension of gADErx˘1s (115)
is an example of a Kac-Moody Lie algebra. By the work of Nakajima [63], (113)
is a module for U~ppgKMq, which is a quantum loop group algebra associated to the
Kac-Moody Lie algebra (115).
Note that we are dealing here with quantum double loop symmetries, something
that has many more layers of representation-theoretic complexity than the affine
Lie algebra or the ordinary (non-loop) quantum groups of the CS theory.
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7.1.7
From a geometric R-matrix perspective, an abstract Lie algebra gMO was associated
in [58] to any quiver so that U~ppgMOq acts on equivariant K-theories of Nakajima
quiver varieties, see [84, 93]. This extends the action of U~ppgKMq constructed by
Nakajima in [63].
For quivers of affine ADE type, the difference between the two Lie algebras is
a single Heisenberg algebra pgl1. For example
gKM “ psln`1 Ă pgln`1 “ gMO
for quivers of affine An-type that correspond to Hilbert schemes of An-surfaces. It
is the action of U~ppgMOq that will be required to do the quasimap counts and the
main motivation for [58] were precisely enumerative applications.
7.2 Representation theory answers
7.2.1
From the TQFT principles, it suffices to do the counts (112) for B “ P1 with
at most 3 marked points tb1, . . . , bnu. The counts with n ď 2 marked points can
be done equivariantly with respect to AutpB, tbiuq. In fact, this makes ď 2-point
counts so rich that they determine all other ones by elementary operations.
Recall from Section 2 that we have several options for the boundary conditions
to impose at π´1ptbiuq. Namely, we can impose the nonsingular, relative, and
descendent boundary conditions, see Section 2.2. Counts with 2-marked points
and different flavors of boundary conditions provide the dictionary between the
insertions as in Section 2.4.
Different flavors of insertions results in objects of different geometric, analytic
(as functions of parameters), and representation-theoretic flavors. We now list
various possibilities, first taking the S-bundle in (110) to be trivial.
7.2.2 One nonsingular point
This is the count of Section 6.4, le raison d’etre of this section. By change of the
boundary condition, it corresponds to:
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7.2.3 One relative point
This count is trivial, in the sense that this is identity element (structure sheaf OHilb)
in (113), up to normalizations.
While the count is trivial, this triviality is in itself highly nontrivial as it involves
the vanishing of many quantum corrections that are not constrained to vanish for
simple reasons like dimension. Here, we have an instance of what was called large
rank vanishing in [84], something which also holds for counts of Section 7.2.5 once
the rank becomes large compared to the size of the descendent insertion.
What relates this simple answer to Section 7.2.2 is the following change of basis
matrix:
7.2.4 Two points: one relative, one nonsingular
This is a fundamental solutions of a certain system of q-difference equations in all
other variables. Here
q P Cˆ “ AutpB, tb1, b2uq
and the equations are written using the operators of
U~ “ U~ppgMOq ,
see [84, 85, 93].
The equations in the variables z and Q found in [93] may be described as a
certain deformation of the action of what may be called the affine Weyl group of
U~. Beware, however, that in the non-Kac-Moody situation we are really talking
not about a group but about the fundamental groupoid of a certain hyperplane
arrangement, namely the arrangement associated to the roots of pgMO. This arrange-
ment is very far from being the arrangement of reflection hyperplanes for a discrete
reflection group. In particular, its symmetries, which apriori include only a lattice
of translations and the reflection about the origin, do not act transitively on the
set of alcoves.
For instance, for HilbpA2, kq, this is a 1-dimensional arrangement with hyper-
planes mx P Z for m “ 1, . . . , k, where x is the coordinate. This kind of combina-
torics replaces Weyl group symmetries in the subject, see [85] for a discussion.
A fundamental solution to a q-difference equations may be interpreted as a
(regularized) infinite product of certain wall-crossing operators that cross all walls
between a certain alcove and a point at infinity.
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7.2.5 Two points: one relative, one descendent
There are explicit answers for these counts, too, see [3,103]. By general principles,
they give a dictionary between relative and descendent insertions, something which
is very useful for accessing DT counts in general threefolds.
They also related the subject of Bethe Ansatz for U~, because they relate the
counts of Section 7.2.4 to the following:
7.2.6 Two points: one descendent, one nonsingular
These counts may be given by an explicit Mellin-Barnes-type intergral because the
q-fixed quasimaps are GIT quotients, see [1]. Integral solutions for q-difference
equations turn into formulas for eigenfunctions in the q Ñ 1 limit and this is
the subject of Bethe Ansatz for U~. Geometric considerations solve the problem
completely, giving, in particular, a concise explicit formula for general off-shell
Bethe eigenfunction, see [3].
Of course, the corresponding eigenvalues were understood long time ago by
Nekrasov and Shatashvili in [77, 78]. That very influential work was what stimu-
lated the interest in quasimap counts in the first place, see e.g. [58] for a longer
discussion.
7.2.7 Two point, both relative, nontrivial bundle
This is the shift operator corresponding to the degree σ of the bundle in (114). They
give the q-difference equations from Section 7.2.4 in the corresponding equivariant
variables.
These operators, as well as the difference equations in z and Q, are all found
from the their consistency with q-difference equations in variables ai that appear
in higher rank counts exactly as they appeared in (44). The difference equations in
ai are identified as the quantum Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov equations [35] for U~ in
[84], and this is really the point through which the powerful machinery of geometric
representations theory enters the world of counting.
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